Characterization and monitoring of pseudo-polymorphs in manufacturing process by NIR.
Moisture-sensitive pseudo-polymorphs with different stabilities were characterized, and their polymorphisms were monitored in the process of tableting and film coating by near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy. In this study, we proved that we could successfully maintain the crystal form ratio in the tablet by controlling the moisture profile during the manufacture to sufficiently stabilize the drug product. Mitemcinal fumarate is an erythromycin derivative with two pseudo-polymorphic forms, hydrate and anhydrate. We characterized them by X-ray powder diffraction and water sorption isotherm plot analysis. Stability test revealed that the hydrate form is more stable than the anhydrate form. We established a quantitative method by using NIR and monitored the hydrate form ratio in the tablet during the tableting and coating process. The manufacturing room was controlled to between 40 and 60% RH. Although the hydrate form ratio just after the onset of tableting decreased to below 40%, 60% was obtained at the end of the final process which sufficiently retains stability. Transition of the hydrate form ratio during the manufacturing process was reasonable; this indicates that our NIR method is suitable for monitoring. Thus, NIR is one of the most suitable tools for in-process testing of these humidity-sensitive APIs.